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The functionality of vascular networks within implanted prevascularized tissues is difficult to assess using
traditional analysis techniques, such as histology. This is largely due to the inability to visualize hemodynamics
in vivo longitudinally. Therefore, we have developed dynamic imaging methods to measure blood flow and
hemoglobin oxygen saturation in implanted prevascularized tissues noninvasively and longitudinally. Using
laser speckle imaging, multispectral imaging, and intravital microscopy, we demonstrate that fibrin-based tissue
implants anastomose with the host (severe combined immunodeficient mice) in as short as 20 h. Anastomosis
results in initial perfusion with highly oxygenated blood, and an increase in average hemoglobin oxygenation of
53%. However, shear rates in the preformed vessels were low (20.8 – 12.8 s - 1), and flow did not persist in the
vast majority of preformed vessels due to thrombus formation. These findings suggest that designing an ap-
propriate vascular network structure in prevascularized tissues to maintain shear rates above the threshold for
thrombosis may be necessary to maintain flow following implantation. We conclude that wide-field and mi-
croscopic functional imaging can dynamically assess blood flow and oxygenation in vivo in prevascularized
tissues, and can be used to rapidly evaluate and improve prevascularization strategies.

Introduction

Tissue engineering offers numerous possibilities to re-
pair or replace diseased and damaged tissue. However, a

primary obstacle hampering the creation of clinically rele-
vant thick engineered tissue is the adequate transport of
nutrients and waste. For the majority of tissues, the rate-
limiting nutrient is oxygen, which has a diffusion limit of
*100–200 mm1–3 in metabolically active tissues (e.g., cardiac
muscle). As a result, any densely cellularized engineered
tissue with a dimension > 200 mm will require the rapid de-
velopment of a functional vessel network upon implantation.
Difficulties in creating such vessel networks have limited
clinically applicable engineered tissues to thin avascular tis-
sues, such as skin and cartilage.4–8

Several strategies have been developed to enhance vas-
cularization of engineered tissue implants. These strategies
include utilizing cellular scaffolds that facilitate convective
flow and host vessel infiltration,9 including angiogenic
growth factors, such as vascular endothelial growth factor to
encourage host vessel infiltration,10 cellularizing previously
vascularized decellularized tissues,11,12 and prevascularizing
implants both in vivo and in vitro.13–16 Manipulation of

scaffold design and inclusion of angiogenic growth factors
both rely on host vessel infiltration, which may be too slow
to maintain viability in thick engineered tissues.17,18 Use of
decellularized matrices is promising due to the presence of a
pre-existing matrix and its associated cellular cues. However,
recellularization and restoration of tissue function remain
significant hurdles.

We previously demonstrated the potential of in vitro
prevascularization by seeding fibrin-based tissues with en-
dothelial colony-forming cell-derived endothelial cells
(ECFC-ECs) and normal human lung fibroblasts (NHLFs).
An extensive network of microvessels develops in vitro over
the ensuing week. Upon implantation into severe combined
immunodeficient (SCID) mice, the human vessels anasto-
mose with the host vasculature resulting in implant perfu-
sion in as short as 27 h.16

Although studies such as these constitute marked progress
toward maintaining implant viability in thicker and more
clinically relevant engineered tissues, assessing the function
of the vessel network has been largely limited to postsacrifice
histology.15,16,19–23 Histology cannot assess the dynamics of
perfusion, blood oxygenation, vascular organization, vessel
remodeling, or cell viability. Further, histological processing
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is destructive, and can introduce potential artifacts that
confound physiological interpretation. We have therefore
implemented intravital functional imaging techniques to
longitudinally analyze prevascularized tissues following
in vivo implantation into the dorsal window chamber of
SCID mice. These techniques include intravital microscopy,
multispectral imaging (MSI), and laser speckle imaging
(LSI). Intravital imaging of implanted cells or tissue using
microscopy and MSI has been established previously in the
literature to longitudinally analyze the morphology and flow
within blood vessels, as well as acquire blood oxygen satu-
ration information in dorsal window chambers.13,24–26 Al-
ternatively, LSI has been used to create flow maps in small
rodents27–30; however, it has not been used to study blood
flow in prevascularized implants. Our methodology thus
allows assessment of oxygenation, vascular morphology,
and blood flow dynamically, and can therefore ameliorate
the development of prevascularized implantable tissues.

Materials and Methods

ECFC-EC isolation

ECFC-ECs were isolated from human umbilical cord
blood that was obtained from the University of California
Irvine Medical Center according to an Institutional Review
Board–approved protocol. ECFC-EC isolation was per-
formed as follows.16 Mononuclear cells were separated from
15 to 20 mL cord blood using a lymphocyte separation me-
dium (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). The mononuclear
cells were then seeded on 1% gelatin (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO)–coated tissue culture flasks and fed with a 1:1
mixture of endothelial growth medium (EGM-2; Lonza,
Walkersville, MD) and M199 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA),
supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum and 1% endo-
thelial cell growth supplements (Fisher Scientific) for 2–4
weeks. The endothelial outgrowth cells were purified using
CD-31 (Dako, Carpinteria, CA)–coated magnetic beads (New
England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA).

Creation of prevascularized tissues

Prevascularized tissues (n = 12) were composed of ECFC-
ECs and NHLFs suspended in a fibrin matrix. Prior to tissue
preparation, ECFC-ECs and NHLFs were cultured in EGM-2
(Lonza) and fibroblast growth medium, respectively (Lonza).
Media were changed every 2–3 days. ECFC-ECs were used
from passages 3–5 and NHLFs were used from passages 3–6.
During tissue preparation, cells were trypsinized and re-
suspended in 10 mg/mL bovine fibrinogen (Sigma-Aldrich)
dissolved in serum and phenol red free Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Invitrogen) to a final concentration
of 1 · 106 ECFC-ECs/mL and 2 · 106 NHLFs/mL. These
cellular concentrations have been previously shown to result
in in vitro vessel formation and in vivo perfusion following
implantation.16 Fifty microliters of cell suspension was pi-
petted onto a 12-mm circular glass cover slip with an affixed
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)–retaining ring (Fig. 1, inset)
and mixed with 4 mL of 50 units/mL bovine thrombin (Sig-
ma-Aldrich). The PDMS-retaining rings had a diameter of
8 mm and a height of 0.8 mm. Tissues were allowed to po-
lymerize for 20 min at 37�C and were then suspended in
EGM-2 and maintained at 37�C in 100% humidified air

containing 5% CO2 for the next 7 days. Control tissues (n = 5)
were created using the same steps but without the addition
of cells. The final thickness of the implantable tissues was
*1 mm. Media were changed every 2–3 days.

Staining of ECFC-ECs with DiO

ECFC-ECs to be stained with DiO prior to implantation
were first trypsinized and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min.
The cell pellet was resuspended in serum and phenol red free
DMEM (Invitrogen) to a concentration of 1 · 106 cells/mL.
Ten microliters of DiO (Invitrogen) per milliliter of cell sus-
pension was added, and the mixture was incubated at 37�C
for 20 min. The cell suspension was then centrifuged at
1000 rpm for 5 min, and the cell pellet was resuspended in
10 mg/mL bovine fibrinogen dissolved in serum and phenol
red free DMEM (Invitrogen). NHLFs were then added to the
fibrinogen solution such that the final concentration of cells
was 1 · 106 ECFC-ECs/mL and 2 · 106 NHLFs/mL. The
aforementioned methods for creating prevascularized tissues
were then followed.

In vitro quantification of blood vessel diameter, vessel
length, and bifurcation density in prevascularized tissues

Three prevascularized tissues were created as described
previously but were used for in vitro image analysis rather
than implantation. Following 7 days of incubation, tissues
were fixed in 10% formalin and vessels were stained using a
mouse anti-human antibody to CD-31 (Dako) as described
previously and as follows.16 Tissues were blocked with a 2%
bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.1% Tween 20
(Sigma-Aldrich) solution for 2 h, followed by incubation
overnight with the primary antibody, diluted 1:200 in a 0.1%
Tween 20 solution. They were then washed four times for
1 h, followed by incubation overnight with an Alexa Fluor
488–labeled goat anti-mouse antibody (Invitrogen), diluted
1:500 in a 0.1% Tween 20 solution. Tissues were washed four
times for 1 h prior to imaging. Ten separate areas in each
tissue were imaged at 100 · magnification. Vessel diameter
was computed manually at points equidistant from vessel
nodes. Vessel length was also computed manually between
vessel nodes. The number of vessel bifurcations was com-
puted automatically using a custom-written program de-
veloped in the MATLAB programming environment
(MathWorks, Natick, MA). This program searches for and
enumerates bifurcations of predefined shape in vessel images
following skeletonization (see MATLAB m-files in Supple-
mentary Data [available online at www.liebertonline.com/
tec]).

Animal model

All in vivo experiments were conducted under a protocol
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
mittee at the University of California, Irvine. Titanium dorsal
window chambers were surgically installed onto the dorsal
area of ICR-SCID (Taconic Farms, Oxnard, CA) mice (n = 17)
under anesthesia (50 mg/kg ketamine and 5 mg/kg xylazine
administered via i.p. injection). Additional anesthetics were
administered during surgery as needed. Installation was
performed as follows.31,32 Animals’ eyes were first lubricated
with a sterile ophthalmic ointment to prevent corneal
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dehydration. Dorsal hair was removed using electric clippers,
followed by application of a commercial depilatory cream
(Nair; Church & Dwight Co., Inc., Princeton, NJ) to remove
fine hair.

The dorsal skin was then pulled up and transilluminated
using a white light source to enable visualization of the sur-
gical field and location of blood vessels. One half of the
window chamber frame was used as a template to find the
appropriate placement. Three 16-gauge needles were pushed
through the bolt holes of the window chamber frame and
underlying dorsal skin, creating a channel through which
bolts could be pushed. The needles were then removed and
bolts were pushed through the three bolt holes of the win-
dow chamber frame. Spacers were threaded onto each of the
three bolts and the remaining half of the window chamber
frame was placed over the points of the inserted bolts. The
window chamber assembly was then secured by screwing
three nuts onto the frame bolts, followed by suturing the
frame and dorsal skin together via suture holes at the four
corners of the window chamber frame.

The skin framed by the window chamber was then pin-
ched upward using forceps and a roughly 1-mm-long inci-
sion was made into the skin. This incision was used to
remove one full thickness of skin, revealing the dermis of the
underlying skin. A small (*0.5 mm) border of skin around
the frame opening was left to prevent the leakage of fluid
from the window chamber. Fine-tipped forceps and micro-
scissors were then used to remove fascia from the exposed
skin. Approximately 100 mL of sterile saline was injected into
the window chamber to avoid air bubbles, and the window
chamber was closed by placing the cover slip on which a

prevascularized tissue was cultured into the window of the
frame, placing the tissue in direct contact with the dermis of
the exposed skin. Mice were imaged once per day for 7 days,
followed by once every 7 days for 2 weeks thereafter. After
all imaging was completed, mice were sacrificed via pento-
barbital overdose.

Imaging systems

LSI and MSI were performed on the implanted tissues at
magnifications from 0.5 · to 250 · as shown in Figure 1 and
as described previously.33 Briefly, two illumination sources
were used for imaging, a 150 W quartz halogen lamp (Ed-
mund Optics, Barrington, NJ) during MSI, and a 30 mW
633 nm helium-neon laser (Newport, Irvine, CA) during LSI.
During MSI, light from the quartz halogen lamp was di-
rected through an infrared filter to prevent heating the dorsal
window chamber, followed by a plano-convex lens for spa-
tial collimation. A mirror was then used to redirect the light
such that it transilluminated the dorsal window chamber
and entered the detection optics. During LSI, the helium-
neon laser beam was first directed through a rotatable linear
polarizer that was used to control the light intensity. The
beam was then directed through a beam expander (New-
port) and toward the dorsal window chamber using one
removable and one stationary mirror. The beam spot size
was *2 cm upon transilluminating the dorsal window
chamber. Detection was performed using a charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera with a removable liquid crystal tun-
able filter with a bandwidth of 400–720 nm (Nuance; Caliper
Life Sciences, Woburn, MA), which could be moved up and

FIG. 1. (A) Multimodal imaging platform used to perform laser speckle imaging (LSI) and multispectral imaging (MSI). (1)
Motorized slide for large height adjustment of multispectral camera. (2) Multispectral camera with variable magnification
lens system and liquid crystal tunable filter that can be removed from the beam path. (3) Helium-neon laser with attached
polarizer for intensity attenuation and beam expansion optics used for transillumination during LSI. (4) Mouse bearing dorsal
window chamber resting upon circulating water heating block. (5) Mirror at 45� used to redirect light through dorsal window
chamber for transillumination. (6) Removable mirror at 45� to redirect laser light for transillumination during LSI. (7)
Collimation optics for quartz halogen lamp. (8) Infrared filter. (9) Light-tight enclosure. (10) 150 W quartz halogen lamp. (B)
Magnified view of (4) showing mouse dorsal window chamber in cross-section, orientation of implanted prevascularized
tissue, and direction of illumination. Inset photograph is a prevascularized tissue, shown with the polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) ring and 12-mm cover slip present during in vitro culture and implantation into the dorsal window chamber. Color
images available online at www.liebertonline.com/tec
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down using a motorized slide to accommodate usage of
optics with varying working distances. During LSI and MSI,
mice were anesthetized under 1.5% isoflurane with balance
oxygen and placed on a circulating water heating block. All
color images shown are composites of MSI cubes acquired
from 420 to 720 nm in 20-nm steps. Fluorescence microscopy
(Nikon TE800 and Diaphot TMD; Nikon, Melville, NY) was
also performed. In some experiments, the mouse vasculature
was imaged following retro-orbital injection of 150 kDa
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)–dextran (Sigma-Aldrich) at
a concentration of 10 mg/mL in saline. Following injection of
FITC-dextran, imaging was performed at 30 frames per
second.

Laser speckle imaging

LSI was used to create maps of the relative flow of blood
in and around implanted tissues.27,28,34 To assure that pre-
formed vessels smaller than 20mm (the approximate spatial
resolution of the imaging system at 1 · ) were resolved using
LSI, all imaging was performed at magnifications of 1 · and
above. During LSI, the dorsal window chamber was tran-
silluminated using a helium-neon laser and 10 images were
acquired at three camera exposure times (T): 10, 100, and
1000 ms. Multiple exposure times were used to compensate
for the fact that the linearity and sensitivity of LSI depends
on proper choice of exposure time in relation to the speed of
blood movement within an image.27,29,35,36 Use of longer
exposure times increases sensitivity to the relatively slow
flow in small-caliber vessels.33,36 One thousand millisecond
exposure times are capable of detecting flow speeds as slow
as 15 mm/s (unpublished data). Laser intensity was adjusted
for each exposure time using a polarizer such that the entire
dynamic range of the CCD camera was utilized without
overexposure. Speckle contrast images were then computed
from the collected raw images by performing the following
computation using a 7 · 7 sliding window algorithm:

K¼ r
< I>

(1)

where K is speckle contrast, r is the standard deviation of the
pixel values within the sliding window, and < I > is the av-
erage intensity of the pixel values within the sliding window.
Care was taken to assure that, on average, each imaged
speckle was sampled by at least two CCD pixels to satisfy the
Nyquist criterion.37 The 10 speckle contrast images com-
puted for each exposure time were then averaged together to
reduce noise and the resultant image was used to compute a
speckle flow index (SFI) map using the following simplified
speckle imaging equation at each pixel:

SFI¼ 1

2TK2
(2)

SFI is assumed to be inversely proportional to the corre-
lation time at each pixel and thus proportional to the speed
of blood flow.30,38 All image processing was performed using
MATLAB (m-files available in Supplementary Data).

Generation of hemoglobin absorption maps

MSI data collected from 500 to 580 nm in 5-nm steps were
used to create maps of hemoglobin absorption. The absorp-

tion at each of the 17 collected wavelengths was computed
for 10 pixels corresponding to one arteriole and 10 pixels
corresponding to one venule as determined by morphologi-
cal features and hemoglobin oxygen saturation (SO2) map
analysis. These 20 absorption spectra were then averaged
together. The absorption spectrum at each pixel was then
compared with the resulting absorption spectrum via cal-
culation of the correlation coefficient. The resulting map of
correlation coefficients was then normalized to one. Image
processing was performed using Nuance (Caliper Life Sci-
ences) and MATLAB.

Calculation of shear rates in preformed
and native vessels

Shear rates within blood vessels were calculated from
videos of erythrocyte movement acquired using intravital
fluorescence microscopy following FITC-dextran injection.
The shear rate at the vessel wall (where it is the largest) was
approximated as

_c¼ 4�

r
(3)

where _c is shear rate (s - 1), v is average cross-sectional fluid
speed (mm/s), and r is blood vessel radius (mm). Average
fluid speed was estimated by dividing the distance traveled
by imaged erythrocytes over a given time period, and r was
measured in the center of the vessel through which the
erythrocyte was traveling. Measurements were performed
on vessel locations that were free of significant bending and
changes in diameter.

Calculation of vascular density and functional
vascular density

Vascular density (VD) (length of blood-filled vessels not
necessarily exhibiting flow per unit area) and functional
vascular density (FVD) (length of vessels exhibiting flow per
unit area) were computed using custom-written software.36

VD was computed using the hemoglobin absorption maps,
as they offer high contrast between blood vessels and back-
ground and do not rely on flow for inclusion in the com-
putation. FVD was computed using SFI maps acquired using
a 1000-ms exposure. This allowed only vessels containing
flowing blood to contribute to the computation. To compute
FVD or VD in each image, processing was performed as
follows. Vessel edges in each image were first accentuated by
using a low-pass filter and the resultant image was sub-
tracted from the original image. The result was then thre-
sholded for intensity and object size to isolate vessels and
remove noise. A median filter to smooth vessel edges was
then applied to the binary image. The resulting image was
then skeletonized so that all objects were reduced to one
pixel in diameter along the medial axis, and FVD or VD was
computed by summing the length of all vessels divided by
the area of the region of interest. VD and FVD values for each
subject were normalized by dividing computed VD and FVD
values by their respective values on day 1 of imaging.

Creation of hemoglobin oxygen saturation maps

MSI was used to create hemoglobin SO2 maps, which
has been described in detail elsewhere and briefly as
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follows.25,32,39 During MSI, the window chamber was
transilluminated using a halogen lamp. Seventeen images
from 500 to 580 nm in 5-nm increments were acquired
using the multispectral camera with the liquid crystal
tunable filter in the light path. The exposure time at each
image was adjusted such that the entire dynamic range of
the CCD camera was utilized without overexposure. He-
moglobin oxygen saturation was computed using the fol-
lowing model equation based upon the Beer-Lambert
equation:

log

�
I0

I

�
¼OD(k)

¼ eHbO2
(k)[HbO2]L(k)þ eHb(k)[Hb]L(k)þ S(k)L(k)

(4)

where k is wavelength; I is the detected light intensity at a
given pixel; I0 is the incoming light intensity; OD is optical
density; eHbO2 and eHb are the extinction coefficients of oxy-
hemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin, respectively; [HbO2] and
[Hb] are the concentration of oxyhemoglobin and deoxy-
hemoglobin, respectively; L is the path length traveled by the
sampled light; and S is a scattering term meant to compen-
sate for incoming light that is scattered rather than absorbed
at an area of interest.

Images were converted to optical density by choosing an
I0 value from an apparently avascular region. Using eHbO2

and eHb values acquired with our imaging system, hemo-
globin saturation was computed using linear least-squares
regression at each pixel. Pixel fits with an R2 < 0.95 were set
to zero. The wavelength dependence of S and L was ignored
for simplicity. However, assuming no wavelength depen-
dence for S has been shown to produce more accurate results
than using a more complicated dependence such as k - 1.7.25,40

The value for S was determined by allowing mice to breathe
1.5% isoflurane mixed with 98.5% oxygen, imaging the
window chamber using SO2 mapping, and calculating a
value of S that would result in a computed hemoglobin ox-
ygenation of 98% within an arteriole. Arterioles were iden-
tified via morphology and hemoglobin saturation values
> 95% in SO2 maps taken prior to correction. All image
processing was performed using MATLAB.

Average hemoglobin oxygenation was computed in the
entire window for each subject at every time point. These
values were then divided by the corresponding VD values
from the same time point to compensate for differences in the
number of vessels contributing to the average hemoglobin
oxygenation. Dividing the SO2 values by the corresponding
value from day 1 then normalized the resultant values.

Histology

Following host sacrifice, implanted tissues were removed
with adjacent host skin and fixed in 10% formalin. Samples
were embedded in paraffin and sectioned in the coronal
plane into slices 4mm in thickness. Sections were alternately
stained with hematoxylin and eosin or immunofluorescently
labeled using an anti-human CD-31 antibody (Dako). Im-
munofluorescent staining was performed as follows.16 After
deparaffinization and rehydration, tissue sections were
blocked with a 2% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich)
and 0.1% Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich) solution for 1 h. Sections
were then incubated for 1 h with a mouse anti-human CD-31

antibody (Dako), diluted 1:200 in a 0.1% Tween 20 solution.
Sections were then washed four times for 1 min, followed by
incubation for 1 h with an Alexa Fluor 488–labeled goat anti-
mouse antibody (Invitrogen) diluted 1:500 in a 0.1% Tween
20 solution. Sections were washed four times for 1 min prior
to imaging.

Statistical analysis

Average values are expressed as mean – standard devia-
tion. Differences between VD and FVD values were analyzed
statistically using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with repeated measures. Changes in FVD, VD, and FVD/VD
values were analyzed statistically using the Mann–Whitney
test. p-values < 0.05 were considered significant.

Results

Morphology of vessels in prevascularized tissues prior
to implantation

The average vessel diameter over all portions of the pre-
vascularized tissues prior to implantation was 11.9 – 3.69 mm.
The density of bifurcations was 220 – 68.8 bifurcations/mm2.
The average vessel length between bifurcation nodes was
85 – 40mm.

Implanted prevascularized tissues anastomose
with the host circulation

The prevascularized implants were largely transparent
and thus facilitated imaging of both the implant itself and the
underlying vasculature. Anastomosis between preformed
vessels and the host circulation was easily detected by the
presence of blood within the microvessels of the pre-
vascularized tissue. Ten of the 12 prevascularized implants
anastomosed with the host circulation as evidenced by the
presence of blood within the implants. Anastomosis occurred
an average of 3.5 – 2.1 days following tissue implantation.
Notably, the earliest time point at which anastomosis oc-
curred was *20 h. Figure 2 shows representative color im-
ages from both prevascularized and control tissues over 21
days. The presence of blood within the microvessels of the
prevascularized tissue can be seen from day 7 onward (Fig.
2F–H). The presence of hemoglobin was detected and visu-
alized with high contrast using hemoglobin absorption maps
(Fig. 2I–L). Figure 2L reveals that perfused preformed vessels
are present throughout the implant, but are more prominent
in the periphery (Fig. 2G, H). No acellular control implant
had any notable change aside from the gradual ingrowth of
native vessels.

In all prevascularized tissues that anastomosed with the
host circulation, extravasated blood was present at one or
more locations and at multiple time points. Extravasated
blood can be seen in Figure 2G and N (white arrows). Ex-
travasated blood was resorbed in < 3 days in all implants
(Fig. 2H, O).

To confirm that the new blood-filled vessels such as those
seen in Figure 2F–H were implanted human-derived vessels,
and not the ingrowth of native vessels, ECFC-ECs embedded
in two prevascularized tissues were stained with a lipophilic
dye (DiO; Invitrogen) prior to implantation. Following
anastomosis with the host circulation in these implants,
fluorescence microscopy was used to confirm that the newly
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perfused vessels exhibited fluorescence consistent with the
presence of DiO (Supplementary Fig. S1).

SO2 maps reveal that prevascularized implants
are initially perfused with oxygenated blood

All implanted human vessels that anastomosed with the
host were filled with oxygenated blood ( > 90% hemoglobin
saturation) within 24 h of initial anastomosis. The average
hemoglobin oxygenation in the entire window chamber over
time for control and prevascularized implants is presented in

Figure 3A and B, respectively. Following the onset of anas-
tomosis, a sharp increase in average hemoglobin oxygena-
tion (days 1–5) was observed that resulted primarily from
perfusion of preformed vessels with highly oxygenated
blood. By day 5, the average hemoglobin oxygenation in-
creased 53% over the initial value. This was followed by a
decrease in hemoglobin oxygenation over the following three
time points (Fig. 3C–E). SO2 maps from day 21 were not used
due to the natural regrowth of highly optically scattering
fascial tissue within the window chamber that compromises
measurement accuracy.

FIG. 2. MSI data allow visualization of implanted vessels perfused with blood from host vasculature following anasto-
mosis. Perfused implanted vessels increased in number and are remodeled over the 21-day observation period. Color images
of an acellular control implant (A–D) and a prevascularized implant (E–H) over a period of 21 days. (I–L) Hemoglobin
absorption maps corresponding to (E–H). (M–P) Magnified view of the region of interest highlighted in (E) over the same
time period. White arrows indicate extravasated blood. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/tec
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LSI and intravital microscopy reveal that blood flow
within prevascularized implants does not persist

Figure 4A–E shows color images and corresponding SFI
maps from a representative prevascularized tissue over 21
days. SFI values could be detected within prominent native
vessels throughout all 21 days of imaging, demonstrating
that blood flow was maintained throughout this period. In
contrast, the LSI signal in preformed vessels was highly
heterogeneous in space and time with most regions eliciting
no signal. The presence of blood within vessels with no de-
tectable SFI value is consistent with a lack of erythocyte
movement, and thus a lack of flow. The absence of blood
flow in the majority of preformed vessels was confirmed at
higher magnification and with long exposure times (T = 1000
ms; Fig. 4E2). These results were consistent across every
exposure time used and were observed in every pre-
vascularized tissue.

Plots of average FVD and FVD/VD (ratio of vessels ex-
hibiting flow to total number of blood-filled vessels) are
shown for both control and prevascularized tissues in Figure
5. Computed FVD/VD ratios do not approach 1 because the
ability of LSI (used to compute FVD) to resolve blood vessels
is less than that of MSI (used to compute VD). In the control
tissues, FVD/VD did not change significantly over time,
indicating that any new blood vessels were functional
( p ‡ 0.3939 via Mann–Whitney test). Additionally, there was
no significant difference between VD and FVD values
( p = 0.9073 via two-way ANOVA with repeated measures).

Conversely, VD increased over time in prevascularized
implants due to the perfusion of preformed vessels. How-
ever, because the majority of preformed vessels did not ex-
hibit continued flow, FVD values in these tissues did not rise
concomitantly, resulting in a significant decrease in FVD/VD

over time ( p £ 0.0079 via Mann–Whitney test). Unlike the
control implants, the difference between VD and FVD was
significant in prevascularized tissues ( p < 0.0001 via two-way
ANOVA with repeated measures).

To confirm that flow ceases within preformed vessels,
FITC-dextran was injected retro-orbitally into three mice
following anastomosis to assess whether the fluorophore
flowed into the prevascularized implant. Each of the three
mice was imaged at a different time point following initial
anastomosis— < 1 h, 3 days, and 5 days—to determine when
thrombosis occurs. The results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6A and B shows the border between native tissue
and implanted tissue that was initially perfused 5 days ear-
lier. The PDMS-retaining ring was removed prior to tissue
implantation to achieve this interface. Figure 6A shows that
preformed vessels anastomose with native blood vessels of
similar cailber, which can be assumed to be capillaries based
on their size and morphology. Figure 6A also shows that
blood is present within the preformed vessels of the pre-
vascularized implants due to perfusion at an earlier time
point; however, visualizing the same region using fluores-
cent microscopy indicates that the fluorescent dextran did
not flow into the prevacualrized tissue (Fig. 6B). Fluorescent
signal visible within the prevascularized implant in Figure
6B originates from fluorescence of the native vasculature
underlying the implant. Lack of flow into the pre-
vascularized tissue persisted up to 40 min, after which im-
aging was ceased. Similar results were seen in the mouse
imaged 3 days after preformed vessel perfusion.

Figure 6C–G shows fluorescence images acquired from
implanted vessels that underwent intial perfusion < 1 h be-
fore imaging. Figure 6C–F shows implanted vessels filled
with intraluminal mouse erythrocytes (white arrows). These
images were taken with 2 s between each acquisition and

FIG. 3. Average hemoglobin oxygenation of prevascularized implants temporarily increases following anastomosis with the
host. Plot of average normalized hemoglobin oxygenation values in entire window chamber for control (A) (n = 5) and pre-
vascularized implants (B) (n = 12) over 14 days. Error bars represent standard deviation among mice at each time point. (C–E)
Hemoglobin saturation maps of prevascularized tissue on day 5 (C), day 7 (D), and day 14 (E), demonstrating progressive
deoxygenation of preformed vessels. Units are percent hemoglobin oxygen saturation. Asterisk indicates significant ( p < 0.05 via
Mann–Whitney test) change from day 1 value. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/tec
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demonstrate the flow of erythrocytes (see Supplementary
Video S1). This timecourse was started 30 min post-FITC-
dextran injection. Figure 6G was acquired 10 min after Figure
6C–F and shows that flow has ceased due to clot formation
(white arrow).

The computed wall shear rates within four preformed
vessels in and around Figure 6C–G were 37, 16, 29, and
3.2 s - 1, giving an average of 21 – 15 s - 1. The vessels with
wall shear rates of 3.2 and 16 s - 1 are indicated by red and
yellow arrows in Figure 6D, respectively. Native vessels
proximal but not seen in Figure 6 were found to have sig-
nificantly higher wall shear rates—374, 490, and 402 s - 1,
giving an average of 422 – 61 s - 1.

Histology may not provide evidence of thrombosis

Histological analysis of excised tissues showed many im-
planted human-derived vessels that had been perfused with

host blood as evidenced by the presence of erythrocytes.
Such vessels were identified by finding intraluminal eryth-
rocytes in hematoxylin and eosin–stained slides followed by
identifying the vessels in adjacent sections and confirming
that they were labeled with anti-human CD-31. Significantly,
many implanted vessels that were shown previously to be
nonfunctional lacked clear evidence of intraluminal thrombi
under histological analysis (Supplementary Fig. S2).

Discussion

Perhaps the most prominent obstacle limiting the creation
of engineered tissue that mimics the size and function of
complex native tissue is adequate delivery of oxygen fol-
lowing implantation. Several strategies have been employed
to overcome this limitation, all of which are aimed at quickly
and permanently vascularizing implanted engineered tis-
sues. However, regardless of the strategy employed, it is

FIG. 4. LSI data show that flow does not persist in the majority of blood-filled preformed vessels. (A1–D1) Color images
and corresponding speckle flow index (SFI) maps (A2–D2) acquired using LSI of prevascularized implant on days 1, 7, 14,
and 21. (E1) Color image of perfused preformed vessels and underlying native vessels on day 7. Blood-filled preformed
vessels can be identified by their small diameter and characteristic tortuous morphology (black arrow). (E2) SFI map with
T = 1000 ms corresponding to (E1) showing that flow is present in native vessels but absent in previously perfused implanted
vessels. Unit is s - 1. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/tec
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critical to assess blood flow, oxygenation, and vessel mor-
phology of the implanted engineered tissues dynamically
(i.e., across multiple time points) to facilitate their appro-
priate design. To this end, we have developed noninvasive
optical imaging methods capable of assessing the blood flow
and oxygenation in an implantable tissue. Our results in a

prevascularized fibrin-based tissue demonstrate early anas-
tomosis and oxygenation, but little-to-no flow, which could
compromise cell viability in more complex tissues.

A variety of intravital imaging techniques have been used
previously to analyze tissue or cells implanted into small
rodents. Multiphoton microscopy has been used by Koike

FIG. 5. Lack of flow in implanted vessels following initial perfusion results in a significant decrease in the ratio of functional
vessels to nonfunctional vessels (functional vascular density/vascular density [FVD/VD]). Plots of FVD and FVD/VD for control
(A) (n = 5) and prevascularized implants (B) (n = 12). Ingrowth of only functional vessels in control implants results in a significant
increase in VD, but insignificant change in FVD/VD over time. In prevascularized tissues, perfusion followed by thrombosis
in implanted vessels results in significant increase in VD without proportional increase in FVD. As a result, FVD/VD decreases
significantly over time. Error bars represent standard deviation among mice at each time point. Asterisk indicates significant
( p < 0.05 via Mann–Whitney test) change from day 1 value. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/tec

FIG. 6. Host blood initially perfuses implanted vessels; however, the formation of thrombi prevents continued flow within
these vessels. (A) Color image of border between prevascularized implant (below black-dotted line) and native tissue (above
black-dotted line). White arrows indicate regions of anastomosis. (B) Fluorescence image of region in (A) indicating that no
fluorescent dextran can flow into the prevascularized tissue. (A) and (B) were acquired 5 days following initial implanted
vessel perfusion. (C–G) Fluorescent images acquired 30 (C–F) and 40 (G) min post-fluorescein isothiocyanate–dextran in-
jection. There is a 2 s delay between each image (C–F). (C) Shows flowing mouse erythrocytes (white arrows). (D) Shows two
preformed vessels where wall shear rate was computed (red arrow = 3.2 s - 1, yellow arrow = 16 s - 1). (G) Shows the forma-
tion of thrombus (white arrow) that induced flow cessation. (C–G) were acquired < 1 h following initial implanted vessel
perfusion. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/tec
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et al.24 to longitudinally analyze the structure and function of
blood vessels derived from human umbilical vein endothelial
cells (HUVECs) implanted into mice bearing cranial window
chambers. A similar study by Au et al.26 also used multi-
photon microscopy to study the potential of peripheral and
umbilical cord blood–derived endothelial progenitor cells
(here referred to as ECFC-ECs41) to form functional, long-
lasting blood vessels. Multiphoton microscopy has also been
used to acquire blood flow velocity maps in cranial window
chambers.42,43 One disadvantage of this technique is the need
for scanning of the excitation source, thus limiting temporal
resolution. This drawback has been avoided by using fluo-
rescence microscopy and MSI to study implanted tissue.
Laschke et al.13 used fluorescence microscopy to study re-
modeling and blood flow in poly-lactic-glycolic acid–based
implants prevascularized in situ and implanted into a mouse
dorsal window chamber. Sorg et al.25 used MSI to assess
vascularization and oxygenation of 4T1 mouse mammary
carcinoma spheroids implanted into a mouse dorsal window
chamber.

Several other imaging techniques have been used to ac-
quire functional information from a larger field of view than
that provided by microscopy. These include bioluminescent
imaging performed using whole small rodent imaging sys-
tems. This technique has been used to quantitatively assess
oxygenation, perfusion, and survival in implanted en-
gineered skeletal muscle tissue and Chinese hamster ovary
cells.14,44 Additionally, the morphology of implanted en-
gineered tissue has also been analyzed using magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI) and micro-computed tomography
(micro-CT) with exogenous contrast agents.45–47

While the just outlined microscopy techniques provide ex-
cellent contrast and spatial resolution, the imaging field of
view is generally limited to hundreds of micrometers, making
use of this technique impractical for the study of millimeter-
scale implanted tissue. Additionally, bioluminescent imaging
requires the use of transgenic cells capable of oxidizing a
substrate that must be injected before imaging as well as reach
the enzyme through the circulation. The latter is clearly a
problem when the goal is to assess the perfusion adequacy of
a vascular network. Finally, MRI and micro-CT have very
limited temporal resolution, are relatively expensive, have
spatial resolution less than microscopy, and, in the case of
micro-CT, uses potentially harmful ionizing radiation.48

This study therefore utilized full-field MSI and LSI, al-
lowing us to assess the dynamics of vascular remodeling,
blood flow, and hemoglobin oxygen saturation in implanted
engineered tissues at relatively large length scales, and
without the need of a substrate–enzyme reaction. The use of
intravital fluorescence microscopy in addition to these tech-
niques allowed the assessment of blood flow with high
temporal (30 frames/s) and spatial resolution. Further, re-
gion of interest selection during intravital microcopy could
be guided by full-field MSI and LSI data. Used together,
these imaging techniques provide previously unavailable
information integral to understanding the dynamic changes
within millimeter-scale implantable tissues.

Anastomosis with host circulation

In this study, prevascularized tissues were nearly trans-
parent upon implantation into the window chamber. As a

result, areas of anastomosis between the preformed micro-
vessel network and the host circulation were easily identified
by the presence of blood within the tissue in color images or
hemoglobin absorption maps. A large variation in the time
required for anastomosis between the implanted tissues and
host vasculature was observed (*20 h to 7 days). Ad-
ditionally, two of the implants did not anastomose with the
host vasculature after 21 days of observation. This variability
is potentially due to donor variability and small differences
in passage number in the ECFC-ECs used in this study, as
these factors have been shown to significantly affect the
proliferation rate of ECFC-ECs.49,50 A slower rate of ECFC-
EC proliferation and thus vessel growth would likely extend
the time required for anastomosis between the implant and
host vasculature.

All prevascularized tissues that anastomosed with the
host circulation demonstrated that areas of initial perfusion
were at first isolated. Over a period of several days, the
number and size of individual regions of perfused preformed
vessels increased. This suggests that single anastomosis was
inadequate for perfusion of the entire vascular network,
despite preformed vessels being present throughout the tis-
sue as confirmed by in vitro CD-31 staining (data not shown).

Blood extravasation and localization
in implanted vessels

In many of the prevascularized tissues, blood within the
implant initially appeared diffuse and was not highly lo-
calized within preformed vessels (Fig. 2G, N), but rather
within the matrix itself. Over a period of 1–3 days, diffuse
blood within the matrix was removed and vessels with
intraluminal blood became visible. Removal of extra-
vasated blood and subsequent changes in vessel mor-
phology are consistent with erythrocyte resorption and
vessel remodeling.

One possible mechanism by which this sequence of events
occurs is that upon anastomosis with the host circulation,
blood entering preformed vessels may extravasate due to the
relative immaturity of the vascular network. It has been
shown that pericyte-like coverage of these blood vessels by
the NHLFs is limited,16 and thus vessel stabilization is likely
incomplete, possibly leading to excessive vascular perme-
ability.51 The hemorrhaging could then potentially elicit the
closing of vessel wall gaps via expression of protease-
activated G protein–coupled receptor 1 by endothelial cells.52

Hemoglobin oxygen saturation

SO2 maps were effective for monitoring the hemoglobin
saturation both in blood-filled preformed vessels, as well as
in the underlying native vasculature. Our result that many
blood-filled preformed vessels reached oxygen saturation
levels of *0% despite being located at a distance of < 200mm
(the diffusion path length of oxygen in highly cellularized
tissue1–3) from a native arteriole may indicate that the in-
traluminal hemoglobin had become denatured and thus lost
its oxygen-carrying capacity.

Nonetheless, our results demonstrate that early anasto-
mosis with a microvessel network developed in vitro can
provide oxygenated hemoglobin to a thick tissue for a short
period of time. This amount of time may provide enough
oxygen to maintain cell viability and tissue function while
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native vessels invade the implantable tissue, providing a
long-term solution to oxygen delivery. The average nor-
malized SO2 value for the prevascularized implant was sig-
nificantly lower on day 14 than its baseline value on day 1.
This is due to the fact that deoxygenated preformed vessels
began to occasionally mask native oxygenated vessel during
imaging, as seen in Figure 3E. As a result, the computed
average normalized SO2 value was erroneously decreased to
a small degree.

It should additionally be noted that SO2 mapping was
performed while mice were anesthetized with 1.5% iso-
flurane and balance oxygen. This very likely resulted in el-
evated blood oxygenation levels as well as vascular
morphological changes because isoflurane has been shown
to induce vasodilation.53 However, it is interesting to note
that blood-filled preformed vessels deoxygenated even un-
der these circumstances.

Flow and thrombosis following anastomosis

LSI and intravital microscopy were found to be very
effective for monitoring blood flow in both native and pre-
formed vasculature. Although the functionality of prevas-
cularized implant vasculature has been assessed in vivo via
imaging previously, no previous work has been able to
provide both microscopic and full-field visualization of flow
and hemoglobin saturation.13,14,24 These techniques demon-
strated that following initial perfusion, virtually no blood
flow was maintained in preformed vessels after 2 h due to
thrombus formation as seen in Figure 6G.

The formation of thrombi may be attributed to preformed
vessels that exhibit lumen diameters that are too small to
conduct erythrocytes, and thus induce the cessation of flow.
However, even preformed vessels with lumen diameters
< 7mm were filled with blood as seen in Figures 6A and 4E1.
A more significant source of thrombosis is likely the presence
of low shear rates within preformed vessels since blood
vessels exhibiting low shear and flow are predisposed to
thrombus formation.54 Specifically, it has been shown that
shear rates of less than *100 s - 1 in vessels may result in
longer residence times of clotting factors, thus promoting the
initiation of blood coagulation.55 In addition, blood exhibits
shear thinning (increase in viscosity) due to the deformation
and aggregation of erythrocytes for shear rates less than
*100 s - 1.56,57 It was found that the wall shear rates in the
preformed vessels in Figure 6C–G were below this threshold
with an average shear rate of 21 – 15 s - 1. In contrast, the
closest three native vessels of comparable caliber (*10-mm
diameter) had an average shear rate of 422 – 61 s - 1. The
preformed vessel with the lowest shear rate, 3.2 s - 1, was the
first of the observed vessels in which a thrombus formed.

The rationale for the low shear rates observed in pre-
formed vessels can be explained as follows. Native blood
vessels typically follow Murray’s law at bifurcations, re-
sulting in the conservation of shear rate.58 Shear rates in all
vessels, therefore, only vary from *100 to *1000 s - 1 under
normal conditions.55 Conversely, in vitro inspection of bi-
furcating preformed vessels demonstrates that parent vessels
have approximately the same diameter as the daughter
vessels—a violation of Murray’s law. If the volumetric flow
in daughter vessels is assumed to be equal, shear rate will be
halved in preformed vessels at each bifurcation.

It was found that preformed vessels anastomose with
nearby native capillaries, which were found to have an av-
erage shear rate of 422 s - 1. If this shear rate is assumed at the
point of anastomosis between the host vasculature and pre-
formed vessels, shear rate will be halved at each bifurcation
and will fall below the predicted threshold for thrombus
formation (100 s - 1) after only three bifurcations. Given that
the average number of vessel bifurcations in the prevas-
cularized tissues used in this experiment was 220 bifurca-
tions/mm2, it can be estimated that a prevascularized tissue
with an area of only 9.1 · 10 - 3 mm2 could remain functional
following anastomosis with the host. Larger prevascularized
tissues could be supported if the number of bifurcations is
reduced. Alternatively, anticoagulants administered to im-
plant hosts may prevent thrombus formation long enough
for the vascular remodeling necessary to achieve higher
shear rates within preformed vessels to occur. This will be
the focus of future studies.

Functional imaging provides critical information
unavailable using histology

It is common for histology to be used as a means of de-
termining whether perfusion of implanted prevascularized
tissues has occurred based upon the presence of host blood
within the implanted tissue.15,16,19–23 The use of histology to
analyze the prevascularized tissues in this study showed the
presence of mouse erythrocytes within preformed vessels
(Supplementary Fig. S2). However, many histological sec-
tions erroneously suggested continued flow within im-
planted vessels as intraluminal erythrocytes could be seen
without the presence of blood clot. Thus, functional imaging
was necessary to observe that FVD did not increase con-
comitantly with VD in prevascularized tissues. Further, use
of histology would not have provided information regarding
the progressive deoxygenation of preformed vessels, em-
phasizing that such methods are inadequate for studying the
hemodynamics and thus viability and function of implanted
engineered tissues.

Summary

LSI, MSI, and intravital microscopy were used to analyze
blood flow and hemoglobin saturation in implanted pre-
vascularized tissues. We found that perfusion with oxy-
genated blood occurs in prevascularized tissues following
anastomosis with the host circulation in < 20 h following
implantation, but that flow did not persist due to thrombus
formation. Thrombosis may result from shear rates in pre-
formed vessels dropping below a critical threshold
(*100 s - 1) for blood coagulation. Limiting the scale or
degree of vascular interconnectivity in prevascularized tis-
sues may overcome this problem. Nonetheless, the ob-
served transient increase in SO2 may maintain implant
viability long enough for remodeling or vascularization to
occur. Finally, identifying erythrocytes within prevascu-
larized tissues via histological analysis is not necessarily
consistent with continuous blood flow and oxygen delivery,
which were found to change dynamically. These changes
highlight that histology is inappropriate for characterizing
such implants and emphasize the need to acquire dynamic
imaging information to better understand host–implant
interactions.
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